
The San Francisco Sailing Company Social Distancing 
Program invites you to have fun, be safe, and maintain 
6’ distance at all times from people not in your group of 

friends/family.

  

THIS SECTION IS FOR PARTIES OF UP TO

PASSENGERS THIS SECTION WILL BE SEATED IN AREA “E” 
(AT THE MAST) 

This is a wonderful spot to sit on the boat. Because you 
are seated at the center of the boat the motion is 

smooth in this location and hence spectacular for all 
ages.

Please find one of the 7 seating sections that most 
closely accommodates your group size. While we can 

and often do take fewer passengers in each section, we 
cannot accommodate more than the number shown 

for each section. Please contact the crew for full refund 
if you feel that you are not being protected as our 

protocol requires. 
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The San Francisco Sailing Company Social Distancing 
Program invites you to have fun, be safe, and maintain 
6’ distance at all times from people not in your group of 

friends/family.

  

THIS SECTION IS FOR PARTIES OF UP TO

PASSENGERS THIS SECTION WILL BE SEATED IN AREA “D” 
(THE FOREDECK) 

This area is the where everyone eventually wants to be. 
Nothing but water and waves ahead of you. This section 

of the boat can hold a fair amount of people but be 
warned, if any section of the boat is going to get 

splashed, it’s here. This section is ideal for experienced 
sailors and those with an adventurous spirit.

Please find one of the 7 seating sections that most 
closely accommodates your group size. While we can 

and often do take fewer passengers in each section, we 
cannot accommodate more than the number shown 

for each section. Please contact the crew for full refund 
if you feel that you are not being protected as our 

protocol requires. 
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The San Francisco Sailing Company Social Distancing 
Program invites you to have fun, be safe, and maintain 
6’ distance at all times from people not in your group of 

friends/family.

  

THIS SECTION IS FOR PARTIES OF UP TO

PASSENGERS THIS SECTION WILL BE SEATED IN AREA “C” 
(THE BACK BENCH) 

Also known as “the cocktail lounge.” This is the spot for a 
smooth ride with views of the entire boat. For groups up 
to 6 this is where our larger parties can all be together 
while maintaining our social distancing program. This 

area is ideal for guests of all ages.

Please find one of the 7 seating sections that most 
closely accommodates your group size. While we can 

and often do take fewer passengers in each section, we 
cannot accommodate more than the number shown 

for each section. Please contact the crew for full refund 
if you feel that you are not being protected as our 

protocol requires. 
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The San Francisco Sailing Company Social Distancing 
Program invites you to have fun, be safe, and maintain 
6’ distance at all times from people not in your group of 

friends/family.

  

THIS SECTION IS FOR PARTIES OF UP TO

PASSENGERS THIS SECTION WILL BE SEATED IN AREA “B” 
(STARBOARD MAIN CABIN TOP) 

This is another great spot on the boat under ideal 
conditions, but this is typically the leeward side of the 

boat and hence not very comfortable in high winds. The 
crew will be letting passengers know if this section is 

open for your sail.

Please find one of the 7 seating sections that most 
closely accommodates your group size. While we can 

and often do take fewer passengers in each section, we 
cannot accommodate more than the number shown 

for each section. Please contact the crew for full refund 
if you feel that you are not being protected as our 

protocol requires. 
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The San Francisco Sailing Company Social Distancing 
Program invites you to have fun, be safe, and maintain 
6’ distance at all times from people not in your group of 

friends/family.

  

THIS SECTION IS FOR PARTIES OF UP TO

PASSENGERS THIS SECTION WILL BE SEATED IN AREA “A” 
(STARBOARD AFT CABIN TOP) 

This area is one of the smoothest rides on the boat. While 
it is the lee ward side for much of the trip it is just aft of 

center which makes the  heeling motion less 
pronounced and the ride much smoother. This  area is 

excellent for passengers of all ages.

Please find one of the 7 seating sections that most 
closely accommodates your group size. While we can 

and often do take fewer passengers in each section, we 
cannot accommodate more than the number shown 

for each section. Please contact the crew for full refund 
if you feel that you are not being protected as our 

protocol requires. 
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The San Francisco Sailing Company Social Distancing 
Program invites you to have fun, be safe, and maintain 
6’ distance at all times from people not in your group of 

friends/family.

  

THIS SECTION IS FOR PARTIES OF UP TO

PASSENGERS THIS SECTION WILL BE SEATED IN AREA “F” 
(PORT MAIN CABIN TOP) 

This what many consider the best seat in the house. The high 
side and right in the middle of the boat. You may be asked 
to move to the starboard side of the boat while underway if 
you are seated in this location. Because you may have to 
move while sailing this location is best for passengers with 
some sailing experience, infants and those who are less 

mobile are better suited to other seating areas on the boat.

Please find one of the 7 seating sections that most closely 
accommodates your group size. While we can and often 

do take fewer passengers in each section, we cannot 
accommodate more than the number shown for each 

section. Please contact the crew for full refund if you feel 
that you are not being protected as our protocol requires. 
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The San Francisco Sailing Company Social Distancing 
Program invites you to have fun, be safe, and maintain 
6’ distance at all times from people not in your group of 

friends/family.

  

THIS SECTION IS FOR PARTIES OF UP TO

PASSENGERS THIS SECTION WILL BE SEATED IN AREA “G” 
(PORT AFT CABIN TOP) 

This spot is right next the captain and all the action in 
the cockpit. Since it’s on the high side and aft of center 

this location is actually the smoothest ride and least 
likely to get wet. Easy motion makes this area best for 

infants and those with limited mobility. 

Please find one of the 7 seating sections that most 
closely accommodates your group size. While we can 

and often do take fewer passengers in each section, we 
cannot accommodate more than the number shown 

for each section. Please contact the crew for full refund 
if you feel that you are not being protected as our 

protocol requires. 
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